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1st Desktop Guard Torrent Download is a desktop utility program that lets you protect, maintain, secure, organize and save your desktop layout and wallpaper easily. It provides you with many useful features, such as allowing you to arrange your desktop icons how you like, keep your desktop image always in a consistent layout. Requires Administrator rights to Install
1st Desktop Guard 2022 Crack (Mac) Version 1.1.2 released on 2013-11-23 New features: * Fixed an issue where when saving the position of the desktop icons 1st Desktop Guard Download With Full Crack lets you prevent your desktop icons from getting rearranged, stop users from changing desktop wallpaper and screen saver, secure your public access computers,
save, restore, manage and lock desktop layouts. With personal computers becoming part of our lives and everyone in the household using them, it's hard to keep track of the icons that are located on the desktop. Many times, you might want to arrange them differently for different jobs. Moreover in case the computer is located in a shared environment like public library
or university or internet cafe, a lot of people can use it and rearrange the icons or change the wallpaper. Many times icons get accidentally deleted and it is no longer possible to restore. To avoid this problem altogether, we created this software that will help you tidy up your personal desktop space. It will allow you to make your work faster and easier, with a few easy

steps and will rid you of the hassles related to your desktop. You can save and restore all the desktop icon positions and if you or somebody else deletes an icon on the desktop, the program will restore it. If the desktop wallpaper has ever been changed, the program will restore it. The software can run in automatic mode, so that desktop is restored automatically. Multiple
people can enjoy the comfort of their customized desktop settings without any problems. The program saves and restores not only the position of each icon on the desktop, but also the shortcuts themselves. Deleted icons will be restored from program's repository so no need to worry about lost or deleted icons anymore. You can assign different privileges to different

users and protect the program with a password, so that only you could login and change, save, restore or delete any layouts. The program also saves the desktop image in its own repository thus eliminating the need to change it back after each person. This is especially useful for public places where you need to keep desktop layout. You simply have to save your current
desktop layout and you can restore it at any
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1st Desktop Guard is a application designed for all users, with emphasis on desktops for home and office. While in office you can have a single layout for all your computers. In home you can have a different layout for your children's computers and a different layout for your work computers. 1st Desktop Guard will change the wallpaper of all your computers. In home,
the children can change it too. The desktop image can also be saved in a personal repository. This way, when you come back from vacation, you can simply run the program and you will be able to restore your desktop exactly as you left it. 1st Desktop Guard can lock the desktop to ensure that only you can change the desktop image. In home, you can lock it to ensure
that the kids cannot change the wallpaper, they will only be able to use the program. The desktop can be locked to prevent anyone to access the desktop, meaning that only you can change the desktop image, it is safe. All other features can be protected by a password, so that you can only access and use them if you have that password. Features: Lets you stop users from
changing desktop background, deleting desktop icons, rearranging desktop icons, locking desktop layout. Lets you save, restore, lock and manage the desktop layouts. Lets you create multiple user accounts and protect each desktop layout. Supports saving of desktop image to own personal repository. Lets you lock the desktop to prevent anyone from changing the
desktop image. Supports password protection of all features. Main functions: Screenshots Installation Instructions 1. The 1st Desktop Guard is a small program, and it will not take up much space in your computer. The program is small, in most cases it will take up no more than 50 or 100 kilobytes of your disk space. 2. To install the software, you need to put the 2
executables into the /bin directory of your computer, for example, the installer icon, bin-1.0.exe is located in the /bin folder, which is the default directory that the Windows operating system loads the executable programs when you start them. 3. Double click on the installer icon to start the installation. 4. The program will install easily and run smoothly on most
systems. 5. In most cases, after the installation, you will see an icon on the desktop. 6. The icon on the desktop will show the program's name

What's New in the?

1st Desktop Guard is a simple, yet powerful utility that will protect your desktop and unlock your screen when you want it to. 1st Desktop Guard is a simple, yet powerful utility that will protect your desktop and unlock your screen when you want it to. The program can lock the desktop on a single button press (this button can be set from the main program window) or
in case you leave the computer unattended, the screen will automatically lock by itself. 1st Desktop Guard runs without a user interface, so there is nothing to click or press or to open. The program is written in Object Pascal and uses a.NET Provider, so it will not interfere with the Microsoft Office programs such as PowerPoint or Excel. Other features include: Protect
the desktop in a single button press (lock screen). Locking of the screen in case the computer is unattended (auto lock screen). Protecting program in case of power failure (will not restart the program). Protecting the program in case you accidentally close the program (will not close the program). Memory leak protection. Shortcut button (with a light blue background).
Resize desktop icons (it is not a must to use them). Save and restore desktop layouts. Quickly change desktop layouts. Using a.NET Provider, so the program will not interfere with Microsoft Office. 1st Stopwatch will stop, start and reset the running time of a variety of digital or analog timers. It has many other features as well, e.g. you can add pre-sets to a timer (for
example: run the timer for 20 seconds and then start it again for 20 seconds, etc), or a second timer, etc. It is also possible to choose the digital or analog kind of timer (without changing the other), and you can set a fixed time for the timer or even a countdown timer. You can set the start, stop, stop and reset time. You can enter the start time, the stop time, the stop time,
the reset time, the working time, the left time and the right time for the start, stop and reset time. For the analog time you can set the 1-minute, 5-minute, 10-minute, 15-minute, 20-minute, 30-minute, 45-minute, 60-minute, 1-hour, 2-hour, 4-hour, 8-hour, 12-hour, 16-hour, 24-hour and 48-hour working time. The 1-minute, 5-minute, 10-minute, 15-minute, 20-minute,
30-minute, 45-minute, 60-minute, 1-hour, 2-hour, 4-hour, 8-hour, 12-hour, 16-hour, 24-hour and 48-hour working time are displayed in analog and digital format (MS-DOS format). If
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or Windows 8 Windows 7 or Windows 8 RAM: 1 GB 1 GB CPU: i3-2120 or AMD Athlon II X4 840 @ 3.2 GHz i3-2120 or AMD Athlon II X4 840 @ 3.2 GHz GPU: nVidia GTS 450 nVidia GTS 450 HDD: 50 GB available space 50 GB available space Hard Drive: Windows XP and later Windows XP and later CD/DVD: 200 MB capacity
200 MB
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